
                Havana Jack’s Cigar Menu 

 

Don	Carlos	Belicoso- 

Don Carlos Belicoso the cold draw has hints of molasses, cinnamon and cedar. There 

is also a earthy component that reminds me ever so slightly of the aroma from the 

morning dew on a freshly cut lawn. The foot of the cigar has even more molasses and 

cinnamon.	After we toast and light the cigar, the first distinct flavor experienced is 

cedar. $21	

	
Brick	House	Mighty	Mighty	Maduro-	

An oily Brazilian Arapiraca Maduro wrapper houses a blend of premium Nicaraguan 

long-fillers and a Nicaraguan binder. The bold, full-bodied flavor profile is punctuated 

by notes of cocoa and sweetness.		$14 



	
Flor	Fina	8-5-8	Natural-	

The classic 8-5-8 has been pleasing Arturo Fuente fans for decades. A rich nutty 

blend of aged Dominican fillers covers a rare African Cameroon wrapper.		$13	

 

Arturo	Fuente	Chateau	Natural,	and	Maduro- 

The Natural features a golden Connecticut Shade wrapper; the Maduro sports a dark 

Connecticut Broadleaf wrapper.	The Natural and Maduro are richly flavored.	$13	

	

Arturo	Fuente	Hemingway	Classic-	



Arturo Fuente Hemingway classic cigars are blended with vintage Dominican filler & 

binder encased in Cameroon wrappers for a mellow smoke with delicate notes of 
cedar and spice. Order your cigars today! $22	

	

Camacho	Connecticut	Robusto-	

 This mild cigar is wrapped in a high-grade Connecticut leaf grown in Ecuador and 

loaded with rich flavors of Generoso and Aleman Ligero tobaccos. The Camacho 

Connecticut Robusto is balanced by sweet spicy notes and earthy tobacco flavor. $15	

	

Oliva	Connecticut	Reserve-	

This cigar complements the Cuban-seed Nicaraguan long-fillers within perfectly. After 
significant aging, each cigar envelops the palate with layers of thick flavor, leaving 

behind	subtle notes of wood, coffee, and cream. $13	

	

Macanudo	Inspirado	White	Toro-	



Smooth to medium-bodied and	delivers creamy flavors of baked bread and almonds. 
Cased in a golden blond Connecticut wrapper from Ecuador, this Honduran-made 

masterpiece is fantastic. Inside the blend is a mixture of Nicaraguan and Mexican 

tobaccos hugged by an Indonesian binder. $13 

 

Tatiana	Dolce	Rum-	

 A rich tobacco taste with	velvety, sweet island spice and	the	flavor of fine rum. 
Handmade and carefully blended with choice Cuban seed fillers, mild Indonesian 

wrappers, and aged two years to ensure a smooth, flavorful smoke. $7	

	

Tatiana	Dolce	Vanilla-	

This cigarillo is a fan favorite because of its mellow smoke infused with a 

mouthwatering vanilla. $7	

We	proudly	offer	HQD	Cuvie	Plus	Vapes-	$18	


